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Why do you need lead 
scoring & grading model?

Marketing Automation is all about saving time and increasing 

e ectiveness. The same thing applies here.

The standard process goes like this: marketing team generates leads, 

sales team follows up. And nothing in between to check which leads are 

actually worth contacting personally. 

Do terms cold, hot leads or MQLs ring a 
bell?
I’m sure they do. 
But knowing they exist and how to 
assign such tags properly are two 
di erent things. 

If you’ve read our ebook called Visitor 
and Lead segmentation cheatsheet, you 
should be familiar with buyer awareness 
levels. 

Today we’re going to dive a bit deeper 
into this topic and create a model that 
will assign values to leads based on:

  1. their readiness to buy, and
  2. their potential value.

Andrzej Pacholik
Digital marketing specialist

Denis Kharchenko
UI Designer
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If that’s your case, you will at some point realize (or have already 

realized) that sales agents waste time reaching out to leads who are not 

ready to buy. Or worse, they have so much work that some of the leads 

are left behind. 

Companies with no sales team, e.g. online stores, face a bit di erent 

situation. They may not waste time, but their communication may be 

ine ective (sending wrong automatic messages to people on a wrong 

purchase funnel stage).

Lead scoring and grading models can help you (to some extent) cope 

with such situations. 
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The di erence between 
scoring and grading

As I said in the beginning, there are two factors that a ect lead’s Final 

Score:

    estimated potential value,

    their readiness to buy.

Grading reflects the first one. You estimate lead’s value based on the 

person’s profile - demographic traits, industry, position etc. Usually, for 

such data you need to ask in a form. 

However, if you structure your website in a way that can tell you what 

kind of person the visitor is, you can deduce a little bit from their 

behaviour. 

On the other hand, scoring tells you at which awareness level (or where 

in the buying process) your prospects are. Did they come to your 

website to learn something general about your industry? To get to know 

your brand? Or maybe to consider buying your product? 

Those that are closer to purchase would be assigned with a higher 

score.

It’s a common practice to grade leads with letters, e.g. from A to F, and 

score them with numbers. 

However, I like to use numbers for both metrics, and then sum them to a 

one Final Score. This way it’s easier to compare your leads.
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Creating your model

Primary setup

Before you start assigning points, you have to decide on two things: 

    the maximum Final Score level each lead can achieve,

    participation of scoring and grading in the Final Score.

The maximum level is not very relevant so let’s set it to 100.

The second factor is more important - you have to decide yourself, what 

part of the Final Score should be represented by person’s profile and 

what part by their readiness to buy. It depends on whether you focus on 

acquiring only most valuable customers, or take every chance you get. 

In the first case, grading will weigh much more on the final score than in 

the second one.

Grading

Step 1: Analyse your current customers

To estimate each new lead’s value, you need to have an idea of how 

much similar customers are worth.
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Create a spreadsheet where you’ll write down all costs and profits 

your current clients have brought to your company. Try to include as 

much data as possible, e.g., bonus points for non-monetary values. 

In our case it would go like this:

Final Customer Score = (Revenue - Costs) * [1 + (M1+M2+M3+M4)],

where M1,M2,M3,M4 are multipliers set accordingly to client’s 

engagement, NPS etc. 

For example, 10% of most engaged companies could get multiplier 0.2, 

whereas those which ended subscription before 12 months -0.2. 

As soon as you have your Final Customer Score (FCS) in place, you can 

start measuring the influence of each variable’s values. 

Calculate one score for each customer.

Below you can see an exemplary spreadsheet we would use in 

User.com.

3.1 Exemplary Final Customer Score calculation spreadsheet

1.

2.
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ou can dig deep in statistics and come up with logistic regression 

models that best reflect such dependencies (more information here). 

However, it falls far outside the scope of this ebook and still, it would be 

almost impossible to implement in regular Marketing Automation 

systems (you would need to analyze each combination of variables and 

update the leads’ grades whenever you get to know something new 

about them).

That’s why in most of Lead Grading guides you won’t find any calculation 

method. However, below I’ll show you an easy way to make your 

guesswork a bit more accurate.

Note:

This technique is not going to give perfect results. It’s just based on the 

assumption that any methodology is better than a blind guess.
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Write down all customer characteristics that may have impact on the 

FCS.

For today’s analysis you will have to limit yourself to the data you 

already have in your CRM. However, if you come up with something that 

you haven’t tracked but might a ect the FCS, consider, e.g., including it 

in your lead gen forms.

3.2 Final Customer Scores and corresponding variables’ values

3.
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Find the set of values each variable (customer trait) can take.

If some of your variables are continuous, group their values to make 

them discrete.

Example:

4.

Think about your coworkers and friends. Share this free course.

Note:

Try to keep the number of customers in each group above 30 (e.g., if 

you have database with 200 customers, don’t split any variable values 

into more than 6 groups). 

Country (GDP per capita)

High

Company size

> 250

Experience

Vast

Medium 50-250 Medium

Low < 50 Low

3.3 Variables and their possible values
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For each of these values calculate Average FCSs.

Example c.d.

5.

Think about your coworkers and friends. Share this free course.

3.4 Avg. FCS for each variables’ value

Avg. FCS for Value 1

Country (GDP per 
capita)

Company size
Experience

Avg. FCS for Value 2

Avg. FCS for Value 3

Max - Min

3.1
5.5

3.2
3

3.1
1.5

0.1
4

3.9

3.2

3.1

2.4

If you want to make it more accurate, you can look for so called outliers 

(customers that have much higher or lower FCS than the rest) and 

exclude them from your calculation.

How to interpret these Avg. Final Customer Scores?

1. The higher the score, the more beneficial the variable’s value is for 

your business.

2. The higher discrepancy between maximum and minimum values of 

the same variable, the higher impact the variable has on your business.

3. If all values of a specific variable have similar scores, then the 

variable doesn’t a ect your business (if it doesn’t help you in content 

personalization, you may consider excluding it from your forms).
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In the next step, when we’ll get to the actual visitor/lead grading, we’ll 

use these Average Final Customer Scores to find out how many points 

to assign.

Let’s say we want the maximum grading score amount to 50.

That said, the sum of grading scores for the best values of all variables 

must be 50.

What is more, the sum of the worst values of all variables must be: 

50*(Avg. FCS.worst_combination  / Avg. FCS.best_combination).

In our example, you can see the discrepancy for Country is very small, 

so it doesn’t have much impact and is redundant for the grading model.  

So there are only 2 left: Size and Experience. 

Taking it into consideration, if average FCS of companies bigger than 

250 with vast experience was equal to 1000, and average FCS of 

companies smaller than 50 with low experience was equal to 200, then 

the grading score for the worst combination of variables’ values would 

be 10.

Step 2: Creating the grading model

Find the grading score for best and worst combinations1.
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Calculate the sum of discrepancies

4 + 2.4 = 6.4

Divide the max. grading score by this sum.

50 / 6.4 = 7.8

For each variable multiply its discrepancy by the result.

4 * 7.8 = 31.2

2.4 * 7.8 = 18.8

These will be our grading points for highest values of these 

variables. 

Count the grading points for lowest values of each variable.

31.2 * (200 / 1000) = 6.2

18.8 * (200 / 1000) = 3.8

Count grading points for middle values

For the sake of simplification, assume that the grading points are a 

linear function of each variable.

6.2 + [(31.2 - 6.2) / 2] = 18.7

3.8 + [(18.8 - 3.8) / 2] = 11.3

Find relations between variables2.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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Company size

31.2

Experience

18.8

18.7 11.3

6.2 3.8

3.5 Finding grading points for middle values 

Check and adjust

You can now check how well the model aligns with reality by 

checking the sum of absolute values of di erences between real and 

model-based FCSs.

Then, you can change levels of grading points for each variable value 

and see how the sum of di erences change.

Don’t expect to get to no discrepancy at all - it’s all based on 

approximations.

f)
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Scoring

Scoring is almost impossible to calculate as we did it with grading, as it 

would require having information about all the interactions of each lead 

before their purchase. 

That’s why in most cases it’s more of a guesswork, which needs to be 

revised from time to time. 

However, in this guide I’m going to use standard approach and take into 

account all interactions.

To make your evaluation as accurate as possible, invite your sales 

agents to work with you. Their experience may turn out invaluable when 

assigning the scoring points.

Below are the few steps you can take.
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Note:

You could create a scoring model using similar methodology to the 

previous one, if you’ve limited yourself to the variables you have data for 

(e.g., lead magnet, source etc.). Here you would compare Lead - Customer 

conversion rates for, e.g., registration, demo, ebook etc. and assign 

scoring points based on results. 

Again, if you’re eager to work out a more reliable statistical model read 

about logistic regression here.
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Think about your coworkers and friends. Share this free course.

Create a list of interactions between people and your brand. 

Below is an exemplary one you can use.

Keep in mind that this is by no means a full list. It consists only of the 

most popular interactions and feel free to extend it if needed.

1. Page views

4. Email

5. Web push notification

2. Page scroll

• Product pages

• Pricing

• Demo/Trial sign up

• Documentation

• Jobs

• email opens

• email clicks

• reply positive

• reply negative

• unsubscribe

• subscribe

• click

• unsubscribe

• half page

• whole page

3. Time on site

Step 1: List possible interactions
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6. Direct contact

8. Submitting a form

9. Recorded demo

7. Download content

• live chat

• email

• phone

• discount

• content

• newsletter

• click

• watch whole

• ebooks, guides etc.

• white papers

10. Personal demo/call

• schedule

• participate

• resign

12. Using pricing slider/calculator

11. Trial period

• once

• compare di erent variations

• start

• high engagement

• low engagement
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Think about your coworkers and friends. Share this free course.

14. Joining a free course

15. Referrer

• sign up

• participate

• finish

• review positive

• review negative

• high converting source

• low converting source

16. Sharing your content with others

• share in a personal message

• share on social media

• share on trello etc.

17. Blog

• view post

• rate post

• comment

13. Webinar

• sign up

• attend

• resign

• watch recording
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Think about your coworkers and friends. Share this free course.

Arrange positions on the list in an order that reflects visitors’ and leads’ 

commitment, engagement and their proximity to the purchase decision.

To make it clear, you should think not only about what people do, but 

what’s its context and why they do it as well. This way two page views 

may not be equal at all, e.g., viewing a blog post and a product page 

should be in di erent places of the list. 

Think of a few paths the most eager leads go through and equate them 

to the max. score level you’ve primarily set.

Example:

Source: Google + Homepage visit + Demo click + Demo watch + 

Homepage scroll + Pricing visit + Product pages visit x 4 + Start trial 

button click + Trial sign up + Trial active use = 50

 

Go through each step and apply scoring points you believe are 

appropriate.

In our case it would look like that:

Example c.d.:

1 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 1+ 4 + 3*4 + 8 + 10 + 10 = 50

Note:

If you used e.g. 100 instead of 50, you could set bigger differences 

between the most and least relevant actions.

Step 2: Sort the list 

Step 3: Create “the hottest leads” paths
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Think of exemplary paths that people need to go through to become 

MQLs and be handed over to a sales agent. 

Example:

Source: Facebook Ad + Blog post view + Blog post read + Content 

download form submit + Follow up email open x 3 + Follow-up email 

click x 2 + Homepage visit + Pricing view + Product page view x 2 

As before, now go through each step and apply scoring points you 

believe are appropriate. Keep in mind “the hottest leads paths” scores 

and try to keep it all balanced.

Example c.d.:

0 + 1 + 1 + 8 + 1*3 + 2*2 + 1 + 4 + 4*2 = 29

Write the values you’ve assigned to each interaction in the previous 

steps next to appropriate positions on your list. 

Go through the list and adjust it to your best knowledge (either by 

changing positions or the scoring points assigned).

Step 4: Create “the sales-ready leads” path

Step 5: Add values to the sorted list
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To make your model better aligned with reality, you can use some 

additional techniques.

Capping

You can use capping to limit the number of points a person can gain 

with one action type. For example, visiting 30 blog pages and no 

additional interest in your product shouldn’t amount to 30 scoring 

points.

You can also add a time variable to your capping because, e.g., entering 

the pricing page 5 times the same day would result in inflated scoring. 

Limit such automation to run, e.g., twice per day to keep your results 

more reliable. 

Time decay

Leads that collected some points within 3 months are less valuable than 

those who reached the same level in one day. For this reason, I suggest 

subtracting 1-2 points every week to di erentiate those two types of 

behaviour.

Step 6: Capping, timing and negative points 
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Negative points

As you may have noticed, on the list I provided before there are several 

interactions that tell you a person is not likely to buy from you:

Use these actions to subtract or even reset people’s scoring points.

• unsubscribe,

• visiting job o ers page,

• resigning from webinar/demo,

• low blog post rate etc.
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Setting up an automation
Now’s the time for the fun part - putting your model to practice.

All you need to do is drag trigger and scoring modules onto your 

automation canvas and fill with the data you’ve prepared so far. 

Below I’ll show you how it works in User.com.

After you’re finished, duplicate the same process for other attributes.
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Grading

To assign grading points, you’d use our Client’s attribute change trigger. 

It allows to act whenever the value of one of your attributes changes.

Then you add filters to check the value of the attribute, and on that basis 

add scoring points.

3.5 Finding grading points for middle values 
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If you wanted to add capping, you would need to create new attributes 

for each action (e.g., page_view_score), and then add filter to check 

their levels before adding new points.

Think about your coworkers and friends. Share this free course.

Scoring

For scoring you would use various triggers depending on the 

interaction.

Below’s an example of scoring automation for several actions.

4.2 Scoring automation
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Passing leads to sales department

The moment you’ll qualify leads as MQLs depends solely on your 

business (the number of sales agents you have, how busy they are) as 

well as on your past selling experiences (what must have happened for 

the lead to be ready to talk with sales). 

I encourage you to determine the appropriate threshold for scoring/

grading separately, and not for the Final Score. This way you’ll avoid 

tagging worthless or cold leads as MQLs. 

Nonetheless, think yourself which approach suits you best. 

When it comes to the automation, there’s nothing fancy here. 

When your scoring attributes change, check if they’re higher then the 

threshold, add MQL tag, and create a deal.

4.3 Automation creating a deal when a lead reaches the scoring threshold
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Review and run A/B tests

There is little prospect your first models will be perfect. That’s why you 

should schedule in your calendar the first review date.

On the other hand, you can create two di erent models and test against 

each other. It will require more work, but it’s the best way to gain 

actionable results.

To make it work, you will need to add to your automation two things:

  1. Split your new visitors into two random groups and assign them with 

di erent tags (Scoring_model_1, Scoring_model_2). Make the 

automation run only once.

 2. Then, after each trigger in your model add filtering by those two tags, 

and add/subtract di erent number of scoring points.

4.4 Automation dividing visitors into two testing groups
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This way, when the review time comes you’ll be able to filter your 

database by these tags and see which model performed better.

4.5 Automation adding di erent scoring points for the same action
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About User.com

Right from the start it tracks every step of each website visitor and lets 

you automate segmentation, scoring, communication and other 

marketing, sales and support tasks. It makes your life easier providing 

one interface for all your communication. 

You’ll find there:

        email marketing,

        live chat,

        chatbot,

        push notifications,

        call center,

        SMS dispatch,

        pop-ups and

        dynamic page content.

With an automated CRM and full information about each lead sales team 

can focus on selling and forget repetitive tasks.

Analytics and reporting modules let managers have full control over 

their team’s performance.

Click below to learn more.
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